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Estimation of the Particle
Deposition on a Transonic Axial
Compressor Blade27

28 Solid particle ingestion is one of the principal degradation mechanisms in the compressor
section of heavy-duty gas turbines. Usually, foulants in the ppm range, not captured by
the air filtration system (0–2) lm cause deposits on blading and result in a severe per-
formance drop of the compressor. It is of great interest to the industry to determine which
areas of the compressor airfoils are interested by these contaminants as a function of the
location of the power unit. The aim of this work is the estimation of the actual deposits on
the blade surface in terms of location and quantity. The size of the particles, their concen-
trations, and the filtration efficiency are specified in order to perform a realistic quantita-
tive analysis of the fouling phenomena in an axial compressor. This study combines, for
the first time, the impact/adhesion characteristic of the particles obtained through a com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the real size distribution of the contaminants in the
air swallowed by the compressor. The blade zones affected by the deposits are clearly
reported by using easy-to-use contaminant maps realized on the blade surface in terms of
contaminant mass. The analysis showed that particular fluid-dynamic phenomena such as
separation, shock waves, and tip leakage vortex strongly influence the pattern deposition.
The combination of the smaller particles (0.15 lm) and the larger ones (1.50 lm) deter-
mines the highest amounts of deposits on the leading edge (LE) of the compressor airfoil.
From these analyses, some guidelines for proper installation and management of the
power plant (in terms of filtration systems and washing strategies) can be drawnAQ2 .
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4031206]

29 Introduction

30 The quality and purity of the air entering the turbine is a signifi-
31 cant factor in the performance and life of the gas turbine. The air
32 is a continuous medium that contains and carries a large number
33 of contaminants. The contaminants in the air are different in com-
34 position, size (pollen 50 lm, spores from 3 lm to 10 lm, and
35 exhaust particle <0.1 lm), and quantity.
36 In order to minimize the performance loss of industrial gas tur-
37 bines, an adequate filtration system that can limit the ingestion of
38 contaminants by the power unit is required. Depending on the
39 type of filtration system used, smaller particles (0–2) lm can enter
40 the engine [1]. These smaller particles are too small to cause ero-
41 sion issues but they are suitable for sticking to the blade surface
42 and causing fouling.
43 Particle adhesion on the blade surface is a complex phenom-
44 enon that includes many aspects (materials, surface conditions,
45 particle size, and impact dynamic). Particle sticking on the blade
46 surfaces results in an increase of the thickness of the airfoil and
47 the surface roughness. Both of these events change the flow-path
48 inside the passage vanes. This leads to in particular: (i) an incre-
49 ment of boundary layer thickness, (ii) a decrement of the flow pas-
50 sage area, and (iii) modifications of 3D fluid-dynamic phenomena
51 [2,3]. These phenomena result in a reduction of the compressor
52 mass flow rate and consequently a reduction in the functioning of
53 a turbine which results in a drop in overall gas turbine output of
54 5.5 MW in the case of a 40 MW class gas turbine [4].

55After the particle deposition to the blade surface, the only
56method for recovering the performance of the compressor is wash-
57ing operation [1]. Experimental results reported in Ref. [5] dem-
58onstrated that the process of washing was assumed to recover the
59output power up to 99.5%. Fouling can be removed by offline
60washing and slowed down by online washing. The decision to
61shut the engine down for offline washing is a balance between the
62lost production due to the lower power versus the lost production
63for shutting the engine down for a certain amount of time.
64In this paper, an estimation of the deposits that afflict a blade
65surface is proposed. The quantitative analysis of the deposits on a
66blade surface is strongly related to realistic: (i) air contamination
67data, (ii) filtration efficiency, and (iii) particle adhesion. In partic-
68ular, the paper is organized according to the following points:

— definition of the typical air contaminant concentration in the
69urban area as a function of (i) particle diameter and (ii)
70season;

— definition of the filtration efficiency as a function of (i) par-
71ticle diameter and (ii) charge level of the electrostatic filter;

— definition of the particle adhesion to the blade surface as a
72function of (i) particle diameter and (ii) local position on
73the blade surface;

— calculation of the contaminant mass on the blade surface
74and quantitative analysis regarding the influence of external
75factors (such as season and filtration system) on a fouling
76rate.

77Air Contaminant

78The atmospheric aerosols are constituted by a suspension of
79solid (smoke, fumes, fly ash, dust, etc.) or liquid (mist, fog, etc.)
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80 in the atmosphere. The particle sizes can be categorized into seven
81 classes:

— coarse solid (5–100) mm;
— granular solid (0.3–5) mm;
— coarse powder (100–300) lm;
— fine powder (10–100) lm;
— super fine powder (1–10) lm;
— ultrafine powder �1 lm; and
— nano particles �1 nm.

82 In general, fine particles refer mainly to a man-made action
83 while the coarse particles refer mainly to a natural phenomenon.
84 The aerosols assume a very wide range of concentrations (from
85 1 lg/m3 to 100 lg/m3) according to site location and time. In par-
86 ticular, the following relation summarizes the general rules [6].
87 Equation (1) reports the relation for the spatial ranges

desert > urban area > ocean surface > pole (1)

8889 Equation (2) reports the daily temporal ranges and Eq. (3)
90 reports the weekly temporal ranges

morning > evening (2)

weekday > nonworking (3)

9192 and finally, Eqs. (4) and (5) report the relation for the seasons

winter > summer ðcaused heating systemÞ (4)

summer > winter ðcaused organic matterÞ (5)

9394 The dispersed aerosols have different shapes as a function of
95 their nature and source. In Ref. [7], there are detailed scanning
96 electron microscope (SEM) pictures that report the shape of typi-
97 cal aerosols dispersed in the Shanghai urban summer atmosphere.
98 Some SEM micrographs are reported in Fig. 1. The authors in
99 Ref. [7] have reported a detailed chemical analysis related to the

100 air contaminant, and have emphasized the characterization of the
101 ultrafine particles. The results demonstrated that the Shanghai
102 urban area is dominated by a fine particle (0.1–2.5) lm constituted
103 by soot aggregates and fly ashes.

104In Ref. [7], there is also a mass characterization of the different
105size airborne particles. The mass level characterization is reported
106in Fig. 2. This characterization will be used in this work to analyze
107the mass deposits on a compressor blade surface in a configuration
108named Urban (U).
109In order to realize as wide a fouling sensitivity analysis as pos-
110sible, not only the mass level characterizations reported in Fig. 2
111are considered in this work. In some cases, the power units work
112in highly contaminated areas, due to local chimney, plumes and/or
113soils. For these reasons, the mass level characterization reported
114in Ref. [8] is also taken into account. The authors in Ref. [8]
115reported air contaminant characterization of the Xuanwei, Yunnan
116province (China) divided into two periods: spring season and win-
117ter season. This area is characterized by pollutants emitted by
118local coal combustion. The mass level characterization, as a func-
119tion of the season, is reported in Fig. 3. The authors in Ref. [8]
120have found that the total mass concentrations of the size-resolved
121particles collected in spring were higher than those in early winter.
122The high concentration found in the spring time is not affected by
123the spore because the spore diameter is equal to 50 lm, and there-
124fore, out of the sampled range. These characterizations will be
125used in this work to analyze the mass deposits on a compressor
126blade surface in a configuration named industrial spring (IS) and
127industrial winter (IW).

128Filtration Systems

129The inlet filtration system cleans the air entering the gas tur-
130bine. Poor quality inlet air can significantly impact the operation,
131performance, and life of the gas turbine. The gas turbine is
132affected by various substances in the inlet air depending on their
133composition and their particle size. As reported in Ref. [9], there
134are six common consequences of poor inlet air filtration: foreign

Fig. 1 SEM micrographs of size-segregated particles: (a) fine
particles, (b) ultrafine particles, (c) soot aggregates, and (d) fly
ash [7]AQ3

Fig. 2 Mass concentrations of size-segregated particles col-
lected in the Shanghai atmosphere [7]

Fig. 3 Mass concentrations of size-segregated particles col-
lected in the Xuanwei atmosphere [8]
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135 object damage, erosion, fouling, turbine blade cooling passage
136 plugging, particle fusion and corrosion (hot and cold). In contrast,
137 the negative side of filtration is that whatever is placed in the path
138 of air coming into the gas turbine causes a pressure loss, resulting
139 in reduced performance or efficiency of the machine.
140 The filtration system should be selected based on the opera-
141 tional philosophy and goals for the turbine, the contaminants pres-
142 ent in the ambient air, and expected changes in the contaminants
143 in the future due to temporary emission sources or seasonal
144 changes.
145 In order to capture different types of particles, filtration systems
146 use many different mechanisms. Each filter in fact has various dif-
147 ferent mechanisms working together to remove the particles. The
148 filter media, fiber size, packing density of the media, particle size,
149 and electrostatic charge influence how the filter removes particles.
150 The consolidated mechanism used in the air filtration systems are:
151 (i) inertial impaction, (ii) diffusion, (iii) interception, (iv) sieving,
152 and (v) electrostatic charge. The inertial impaction is applicable to
153 particles larger than 1 lm in diameter. The inertia of the large
154 heavy particles in the flow stream causes the particles to continue
155 on a straight path as the flow stream moves around a filter fiber.
156 The diffusion mechanism is effective for very small particles typi-
157 cally less than 0.5 lm in size. Particularly in turbulent flow, the
158 path of small particles fluctuates randomly about the main stream
159 flow. As these particles diffuse in the flow stream, they collide
160 with the fiber and are captured. Interception occurs with medium
161 sized particles that are not large enough to leave the flow path due
162 to inertia or not small enough to diffuse. The particles will follow
163 the flow stream where they will touch a fiber in the filter media
164 and be trapped and held. Sieving is the situation where the space
165 between the filter fibers is smaller than the particle itself, which
166 causes the particle to be captured and contained. The last mecha-
167 nism is related to the electrostatic charge. The filter works through
168 the attraction of particles to a charged filter. Filters always lose
169 their electrostatic charge over time because the particles captured
170 on their surface occupy charged sites, therefore neutralizing their
171 electrostatic charge. When the filter is loaded filtration efficiency
172 increases while when the charge diminishes, filtration efficiency
173 drops, especially for small particles.
174 An extensive report on filtration efficiency can be found in Ref.
175 [9] where it can be seen that for the particles with dimensions less
176 than �2 lm, and in more detail, with diameters in the range of
177 (0.1–1.0) lm, conventional filtration systems will not entirely
178 prevent these small particles from entering the gas turbine, and
179 therefore, may cause fouling [1].
180 Figure 4 shows a comparison of a filter’s total efficiency based
181 on the various filtration mechanisms that are applied as a function
182 of the particle diameter. The figure shows the difference between

183the filter’s efficiency curves as a function of the electrostatic
184charge.
185The trends reported in Fig. 4 will be used in this work to calcu-
186late the air contaminant concentration at the inlet section of the
187compressor. Starting with the data mentioned in the previous para-
188graph related to contaminant concentration in the air, by using the
189filtration efficiency reported in Fig. 4, it is possible to put into
190effect the air filtration systems for the analysis of the mass
191deposits on the blade surface.

192Particle Adhesion

193The details on how small particles entering the gas turbine
194reach the blade surface and stick are not fully and quantitatively
195understood. Evaluation of fouled compressors has revealed con-
196tamination both on the suction side (SS) and the pressure side
197(PS) of the compressor blades. The fouling effects on compressor
198performance are different as a function of the blade side [1].
199The authors in Ref. [10] reported an investigation of compres-
200sor blade contamination for a Nuovo Pignone MS5322 R(B) gas
201turbine engine. This power unit operated for a long time without
202blade washing but only the first five to six stages of 16 are sub-
203jected to blade fouling due to deposits. The inlet guide vane
204blades, as well as the rotor and stator blades of the first stage,
205have more deposits on the blade convex side. The deposits masses
206on blades of the other stage are approximately equal for the con-
207vex and concave sides. The deposits masses decrease from the
208first to the sixth stage. From the seventh stage, the amount of
209deposits on blades is insignificant. The authors highlighted that
210the deposits amount is greater on the stator blades than on the
211rotor blades, due to the cleaning effects provided by the centrifu-
212gal forces on the dirt particles. Centrifugal forces have also char-
213acterized the results reported in Ref. [11]. The authors reported
214the location of salt deposits in General Electric J85-13 axial com-
215pressor. The experimental tests have shown that the salt deposits
216were mainly found along the LE of the first four stages and on the
217PS of the stator vanes along the hub. The salt deposits were gener-
218ated by the salt carried by the water droplets and, for this reason,
219significantly less deposits were observed on the rotor blades
220compared to the stator vanes.
221In literature, regarding the fouling application and the ultrafine
222powder in axial compressors, there are some experimental results.
223The authors in Refs. [5], [12], and [13] have reported some experi-
224mental measurements with regard to the deposition on the axial
225compressor blade surface. All of the experimental applications
226related to the fouling phenomenon are affected by numerous prob-
227lems summarized as follows: (i) actual conditions of the contami-
228nants and the work environment of the compressor, (ii) size of the
229experimental test bench, in particular even if the cascade and
230velocities are scalable, the particle dimension is not scalable and
231its ratio with respect to the cascade and velocities must be
232respected and, as reported by Ref. [14], on the condition of keep-
233ing the aerodynamic and geometrical similarity, the compressor of
234a smaller size (a model) is more sensitive to fouling than a full-
235scale one, (iii) rotational velocity of the cascade (neglected in
236nearly all experimental apparatus) influences the dynamic and the
237kinematic characteristics of the particle impact, (iv) the modifica-
238tion of the interface between the particle and the blade in order to
239accelerate the fouling process limiting the validity of the results,
240and finally (v) the lack of particle count, in particular the lack of
241the ratio between the injected particles and the stuck particles. For
242these reasons, the fouling phenomenon is not fully understood.
243An alternative solution can be found by using results obtained
244in different research fields. Interdisciplinary research can repre-
245sent a new frontier for a considerable up-grade in the fouling
246investigation. In fact, some very interesting results and analysis of
247microparticle adhesion can be found in astrophysics research (pre-
248planetary dust). The uniqueness and usefulness of these studies is
249that the particle velocities, materials, and dimensions are in the
250same range as those responsible for the fouling phenomenon.

Fig. 4 Combination of filtration mechanisms to obtain filter
efficiency at various particle sizes [9]
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251 In this paper, the numerical results reported in Ref. [15] will be
252 used to estimate the mass deposition on a compressor blade. In
253 Ref. [15], the authors have reported (i) an extensive analysis of
254 the kinematic behavior of particles responsible for the fouling
255 phenomenon and (ii) a quantitative analysis of particle adhesion.
256 The analysis is directly related to the particles which have a diam-
257 eter in the range of (0.15–2.00) lm and provide the deposits mass
258 flow rate that affects the blade surface. In order to extend the
259 results reported in Ref. [15] (which refer to the instantaneous
260 impact) to a realistic condition (which refer to the impact during
261 the compressor operation), a new index is introduced.
262 The results reported in Ref. [15] are related to the numerical
263 results reported in Ref. [16] and to the experimental results
264 reported in Ref. [17]. In particular, the results reported in Ref.
265 [17] have particle velocity, size, and materials similar to those
266 causing fouling phenomena. The particle adhesion is established
267 by using the sticking probability (SP) magnitude defined as a
268 function of the normal particle impact velocity. With this
269 approach, the authors wish to emphasize that the particle impacts
270 are different from each other and, in order to provide a macro-
271 scopic evaluation of the results, a statistic/probabilistic approach
272 is the best way. This procedure allows the identification of the
273 dangerous particles (that will be able to stick) with respect to foul-
274 ing phenomenon. In general, smaller particles have a wider range
275 of normal impact velocity for which, there is a high probability
276 that particle impact becomes a permanent adhesion. More details
277 can be found in Refs. [15] and [17].

278 Fouling Analysis

279 In this section, the authors will report the data used for the esti-
280 mation of the mass deposits on a blade surface. The data are
281 directly related to the information and sources reported in the pre-
282 vious sections.AQ4

283 Air Contaminant. By using the literature data reported above
284 [7,8], it is possible to define the air contaminant concentration at
285 the inlet section of the air filtration system. Table 1 summarizes
286 the literature data, in particular the table reports the mass concen-
287 tration as a function of the particle diameter range and its average.

288 Filtration Systems. By using the literature data reported above
289 [1,9], it is possible to define the filtration efficiency as a function
290 of the particle diameter. In this paper, two conditions are taken
291 into account: (i) optimal charge (OC) condition (high efficiency)
292 and (ii) poor charge (PC) condition (low efficiency) of the electro-
293 static filters.
294 As mentioned above, the particle adhesion data refers to the
295 results reported in Ref. [15], and for this reason, the filtration effi-
296 ciency is defined for the analyzed particle diameter. The filtration
297 efficiency values as a function of the particle diameter are
298 reported in each table.

299Thanks to the sampled ranges reported in Refs. [7] and [8], it is
300possible to link the analyzed particle diameters reported in Ref.
301[12]. Then, combining the mass concentration values (U, IS, and
302IW) and the filtration efficiency (OC and PC), the contaminant
303concentration at the inlet section of the compressor can be calcu-
304lated for the six considered cases (Tables 2–7).
305In order to realize a comparative analysis, some hypotheses
306must be defined:

— The density of the contaminant is imposed equal to 3000
307kg/m3. This value is obtained by a mass-weighted average
308of the air contaminant proposed in Refs. [7] and [8].

— The filtration efficiency for the particles with dp< 0.15 lm
309and dp> 1.50 lm is imposed equal to 100% (in agreement
310with [1,9]).

— In order to calculate the number of particles swallowed by
311the compressor, the volume flow rate at the best efficiency
312point equal to 18.88 m3/s is imposed.

Table 1 Mass concentration as a function of the particle diam-
eter for U, IS, and IW environment

dmin (lm) dmax (lm) dave (lm) vU (lg/m3) vIS (lg/m3) vIW (lg/m3)

0.010 0.018 0.014 2.50 16.50 2.00
0.018 0.032 0.025 1.50 18.50 2.00
0.032 0.056 0.044 2.00 35.00 2.00
0.056 0.100 0.078 2.50 33.00 2.50
0.100 0.180 0.140 3.25 39.00 2.00
0.180 0.320 0.250 6.75 26.00 3.00
0.320 0.560 0.440 11.00 19.50 13.00
0.560 1.000 0.780 12.00 72.00 15.25
1.000 1.800 1.400 6.00 35.00 21.50
1.800 3.200 2.500 7.00 13.50 8.00
3.200 5.600 4.400 10.25 11.50 10.00
5.600 10.000 7.800 11.00 9.50 14.00

Table 2 Urban, OC

dp (lm) vp at air (#/m3) gf (%) vp at inlet (#/m3) P (#/s)

0.15 7.2� 108 68 2.3� 108 4.3� 109

0.25 3.2� 108 67 1.1� 108 2.0� 109

0.50 6.6� 107 72 1.8� 107 3.4� 108

1.00 9.0� 106 91 8.2� 105 1.5� 107

1.50 1.3� 106 98 2.7� 104 5.0� 105

Table 3 IS, OC

dp (lm) vp at air (#/m3) gf (%) vp at inlet (#/m3) P (#/s)

0.15 8.6� 109 68 2.7� 109 5.2� 1010

0.25 1.2� 109 67 4.1� 108 7.7� 109

0.50 1.2� 108 72 3.2� 107 6.1� 108

1.00 5.4� 107 91 4.9� 106 9.2� 107

1.50 7.7� 106 98 1.5� 105 2.9� 106

Table 4 IW, OC

dp (lm) vp at air (#/m3) gf (%) vp at inlet (#/m3) P (#/s)

0.15 4.4� 108 68 1.4� 108 2.6� 109

0.25 1.4� 108 67 4.7� 107 8.9� 108

0.50 7.8� 107 72 2.2� 107 4.1� 108

1.00 1.1� 107 91 1.0� 106 2.0� 107

1.50 4.8� 106 98 9.5� 104 1.8� 106

Table 5 Urban, PC

dp (lm) vp at air (#/m3) gf (%) vp at inlet (#/m3) P (#/s)

0.15 7.2� 108 49 3.7� 108 6.9� 109

0.25 3.2� 108 47 1.7� 108 3.2� 109

0.50 6.6� 107 54 3.0� 107 5.7� 108

1.00 9.0� 106 82 1.6� 106 3.0� 107

1.50 1.3� 106 93 9.5� 104 1.8� 106

Table 6 IS, PC

dp (lm) vp at air (#/m3) gf (%) vp at inlet (#/m3) P (#/s)

0.15 8.6� 109 49 4.4� 109 8.3� 1010

0.25 1.2� 109 47 6.6� 108 1.2� 1010

0.50 1.2� 108 54 5.3� 107 1.0� 109

1.00 5.4� 107 82 9.6� 106 1.8� 108

1.50 7.7� 106 93 5.5� 105 1.0� 107
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313 Particle Adhesion. As mentioned above, this paper provides
314 an estimation of the mass flow rate deposits (timewise scenario)
315 and for this reason, the results reported in Ref. [15] must be proc-
316 essed in a different way. In Ref. [15] in fact, the results refer to
317 the particle impact (instantaneous scenario), and the SP threshold
318 limit imposed equal to 0.5 represents a useful discerning value to
319 establish which particles stick or bounce.
320 In order to attribute the instantaneous scenario to the timewise
321 scenario, the dangerous index (DI) is proposed. This new index
322 refers to a specific amount of particles (that have a nonzero value
323 of SP) that impact on a specific blade area. The DI is defined as
324 the product between the ratio n and the average value of the

325particle sticking probability SPave. The ratio n is defined as the
326ratio between the amount of particles that hit the blade area with a
327SP> 0 and the amount of particles that enter the compressor. This
328definition is in agreement with the sticking coefficient reported in
329Ref. [18] that represents the mass fraction of incident particles to
330a surface that are retained on that surface.
331SP used in this analysis does not consider the influence of the
332relative humidity and in particular the influence of the wetness in
333the passage vanes. In general, particles that impact on wet surface
334have more chance to stick there [1] but, at the same time, the
335droplets that result on the blade surface (due to the humidity and/
336or to the inlet depression for the early stages) could drag the air-
337borne contaminants from the rotor to the stator surfaces. The influ-
338ence of the centrifugal forces is well described in Ref. [10] and its
339greatest “cleaning” effect is well reported in Ref. [11]. In the latter
340analysis, the salt deposits, generated by the salt carried by the
341water droplets, are localized in greater quantity on the stator surfa-
342ces instead of the rotor surfaces.
343In order to cover the entire particle diameter range from
3440.15 lm to 1.50 lm, the results reported in Ref. [15] must be com-
345pleted by the data related to the SP for dp¼ 0.15 lm and
346dp¼ 1.50 lm.
347The authors highlight that the particle characteristics used in
348Ref. [17] are quite different compared to the classic particle char-
349acteristics involved in the fouling phenomena. In particular, the
350silicon carbide particles [17] have a very high level of hardness
351and this implies that the rebound properties could be different
352from those found in the real fouling applications.
353The CFD numerical simulations performed by Suman et al.
354[15,16] refer to a particle density equal to 2560 kg/m3 instead of a
355density equal to 3000 kg/m3 assumed in this analysis. The differ-
356ent density allows the evaluation of the actual contaminant mass

Fig. 5 Subdivision of the blade surface: eleven strips with its
correspondent percentage of the blade span and twelve slices

Fig. 6 Contaminant mass on the blade surface without filtra-
tion system

Fig. 7 Contaminant mass on the PS without filtration system

Fig. 8 Contaminant mass on the SS without filtration system

Table 7 IW, PC

dp (lm) vp at air (#/m3) gf (%) vp at inlet (#/m3) P (#/s)

0.15 4.4� 108 49 2.3� 108 4.3� 109

0.25 1.4� 108 47 7.6� 107 1.4� 109

0.50 7.8� 107 54 3.5� 107 6.7� 108

1.00 1.1� 107 82 2.0� 106 3.8� 107

1.50 4.8� 106 93 3.4� 105 6.4� 106
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357 that afflicts the blade surface and at the same time does not dimin-
358 ish the validity of the numerical results.
359 In the following paragraphs the deposits on the blade surface
360 are analyzed in two different manners: (i) deposits divided by the
361 blade side (pressure or suction) and (ii) deposits divided by a very
362 fine discretization of the blade surface (mesh).
363 In Fig. 5, the mesh realized on the blade surface is reported.
364 From Fig. 5, the subdivision of the blade surface is clearly seen
365 as: from hub to shroud with 11 strips while from LE to trailing
366 edge with 12 slices.

367 Results

368 The results refer to two analyses. The first one is the blade con-
369 tamination analysis in which the sensitivity analyses as a function
370 of the blade side (pressure or suction) are reported. The second
371 one is the calculation and representation of the overall deposits on
372 the blade surface.

373 Blade Contamination. In this section, the authors have
374 reported the analysis related to the deposits on the pressure and
375 SS, as a function of the conditions mentioned above. The analysis
376 refers to the quantification of the deposits on the blade surfaces in
377 order to highlight the conditions that are more dangerous for the
378 compressor. As reported by Morini et al. [19], the same deposits
379 generate different performance drops as a function of the blade
380 side. The deposits on the SS are more dangerous than the deposits
381 on the PS.
382 The first analysis is carried out in order to set the reference. In
383 fact, the results reported in Figs. 6–8 show the blade contamina-
384 tion in the absence of the filtration systems.

385The values in Figs. 6–8 are the results of the combination
386between the contaminant concentration in the air (Table 1) and
387the DI values. The values refer to mass per second that sticks to
388the blade surface. The considered particle diameters are those that
389have a filtration efficiency of less than 100%.
390From Fig. 6, it is clearly visible that the PS is more contami-
391nated than the SS, in all conditions. In the PS, the deposits gener-
392ated by the IW condition are higher than those generated by the
393Urban condition. In contrast, in the sides, the Urban condition is
394more dangerous than the IW condition. The higher deposition on
395the SS corresponds to the IS condition as well as on the PS.
396In Figs. 6 and 7, the differences in terms of particle diameter
397are reported for the PS and the SS, respectively. The PS is more
398contaminated by particles with a diameter equal to 1.00 lm in the
399IS condition as well as the SS in which the most dangerous par-
400ticles have a diameter equal to 0.15 lm. In this case, it is clearly
401visible how the combination of the contaminant concentration and
402the SP values (represented by the DI) determines different results
403as a function of the blade side. In the PS the bigger particles are
404responsible for higher blade side contamination. These particles
405(dp¼ 1.00 lm and dp¼ 1.50 lm) hit the PS with an SPave which is
406lower than the SPave of the smaller particles but the higher number
407of impacts determine a very dangerous condition for this blade
408side. The impact results are reported by Suman et al. [15]. In the
409sides, the particle contributions are more similar and, fixing the
410condition, the dangerous diameter changes. In fact, the diameter
411of the dangerous particles for the IS condition is 0.15 lm, but for
412the IW condition it is 0.50 lm and finally, for the Urban condition
413it is 0.25 lm.
414These results confirm the requirement of (i) different filtration
415systems, in order to prevent the deposits in both of the blade sides
416at the same time and (ii) proper filtration system as a function of
417the location of the power unit, as reported in Ref. [9].
418Figure 9 reports the results related to the blade contamination
419with filtration systems. Two conditions are reported: OC and PC
420of the filtration system. The charge level influences the overall
421mass deposits on both of the blade sides, in particular the OC
422allows a consistent reduction of the mass deposits. The reduction
423is in the range of (39–50)% depending on the environmental
424conditions.
425These results highlight the importance of the presence of the fil-
426tration system and its efficiency:

— the filtration system with PC reduces the mass contaminant
427by about 78% on the PS and by about 54% on the SS with
428respect to the case without filtration system;

— the filtration system with OC reduces the mass contaminant
429by about 88% on the PS and by about 72% on the SS with
430respect to the case without filtration system.

431Finally, it is possible to observe that the characterization of the
432contaminant concentration in the air is more important than the

Fig. 9 Contaminant mass on the blade surface with filtration
system

Fig. 10 Contaminant mass on the PS with filtration system

Fig. 11 Contaminant mass on the SS with filtration system
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433 filter charge. In fact, IW and/or Urban conditions in the case of
434 PC are less dangerous than the IS condition in the case of OC.
435 In Figs. 10 and 11, the differences in terms of particle diameter
436 are reported for pressure suction and SS, respectively. The differ-
437 ent charge condition determines a more flat scenario with respect
438 to the single particle diameter. This effect is more evident in the
439 PS than in the SS. For example, for the IS condition, in case of PC
440 the highest contribution corresponds to dp¼ 1.00 lm, while in
441 case of OC, the contributions of the particle with a diameter in the
442 range (0.15–1.00) lm are quite similar. In the SS, the higher
443 contribution is related to particles with a diameter equal to 0.15
444 lm and 0.25 lm during the IS condition. Regarding the SS, it is
445 important to emphasize that the smallest particles are the most
446 dangerous only for the IS condition while, in the IW and Urban
447 conditions, the most dangerous particles are 0.50 lm and 0.25 lm,
448 respectively.

449 Overall Deposits. In this section, the authors have reported a
450 specific analysis related to the deposits on the blade surface. As
451 mentioned above, the blade surface was divided into 11 strips
452 along the spanwise direction, and into 12 slices along the chord-
453 wise direction. This very fine discretization of the blade surface
454 allows the visualization of deposits which is quite similar to the
455 real scenario.
456 For each considered case, the localization of the contaminant
457 peak on the pressure side (mPS,peak) and suction side (mSS,peak) is
458 reported. The average values of contaminant at the pressure side
459 (mPS,ave) suction side (mSS,ave), leading edge (mLE,ave), and blade
460 tip (mTIP,ave) are also reported. The deposits on these blade areas
461 in fact have the greatest influence in compressor performance deg-
462 radation, as reported in Refs. [19] and [20].

463Without Filtration System. In a similar manner to analyses
464reported in the previous section, the first analysis is carried out in
465order to set the reference. AQ5In fact, the results reported in Fig. 12
466show the blade contamination in the absence of the filtration sys-
467tem. Figure 12 shows that the deposits are concentrated in the first
468part of the airfoil chord on the PS. In particular, the peak value is
469in correspondence with the LE: in the PS at the tenth strip (83%
470of the blade span) while in the SS it is at the first strip (3% of the
471blade span). The deposits on the SS are more distributed with
472respect to those on the PS, but the average value is an order of
473magnitude less than the PS. At the blade tip, the average value of
474deposit is higher than the average values of the SS. This implies
475that the blade tip is more fouled with respect to the SS.

476IS and PC. The second analysis refers to the most dangerous
477fouling operating condition: PC of the filtration system and IS as
478the compressor work environment. Comparing this result to the
479case without filtration system, it is possible to understand the im-
480portance of the filtration system even if its efficiency is not opti-
481mal. This condition is usual in the case of fully loaded power
482units for which the shut-off is not possible. Figure 13 shows the
483deposits on the blade surface. The colorbar values are different
484from the previous case in order to improve the contour plot read-
485ability. The colorbar values used for this analysis will be held con-
486stant for all the following analyses.
487The peak value in the PS is located in the same area as the pre-
488vious case with a reduction in mass contaminant of about 80%.
489On the SS, the deposit peak is located in the rear part of the airfoil
490chord at the third strip (21% of the blade span) with a reduction of
491about 72% with respect to the case without a filtration system.
492Regarding the average values of the deposits in the PS and SS, it
493can be noticed that the filtration system with a PC realizes a

Fig. 12 Overall deposits on the blade surface without filtration
system

Fig. 13 Overall deposits on the blade surface: IS and PC
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494 reduction of about 78% of the mass deposits on the PS, while on
495 the SS the reduction is only about 52%.
496 Finally, the filtration system seems to determine a spreading of
497 deposits in the SS. In fact, the peak value and the average one are
498 closer to each other and the difference is only about 64% with
499 respect to the peak value.

500 IS and OC. The third analysis is conducted in order to empha-
501 size the performance and the benefits deriving from the proper
502 management of the filtration system. Figure 14 shows the deposits
503 on the blade surface in the case of IS environment with OC condi-
504 tions. As mentioned above, the filtration system charge reduces
505 the amount of deposits on the blade surface. For the PS the aver-
506 age reduction is about 46% while for the SS the reduction is about
507 39% with respect to the case with the PC condition. Again, the
508 influence of the filtration system is higher for the PS than for the
509 SS. The peak values in the PS and SS are in the same blade areas
510 with respect to the previous cases (without filtration system, and
511 IS with PC). Once again, the SS appears uniformly contaminated
512 and the spread effect due to the filtration system is present. The
513 difference between the peak value and the average value on the
514 SS is similar to the previous case (about 63% with respect to the
515 peak value). On the SS, the blade area close to the blade tip (tenth
516 strip, 83% of the blade span) is also affected by deposits in a simi-
517 lar way to the peak value area.

518 IW and OC. The last analysis refers to the least heavy operating
519 condition: IW environment with the OC conditions. Figure 15
520 shows the deposits on the blade surface. As mentioned above, this
521 condition is the least heavy of those considered. In this case, the
522 contaminant concentration in the ingested air has a greater influ-
523 ence for the deposits in the SS: the reduction of the peak value is

524equal to 78% for the SS (with respect to the peak value resulting
525for the case IS with OC), while in the PS the reduction of the peak
526value is about 67% (with respect to the peak value resulting for
527the case IS with the OC). The same trend can be obtained by using
528the average values. For these reasons, air contamination plays a
529key role in the performance degradation because the deposits on
530the SS have a greater influence on the compressor performance
531drop [19]. In the light of this consideration, Fig. 16 shows that the
532SS areas are interested by the deposits (dark-gray colored) and the
533blade areas are not interested by the deposits (pale-gray colored).
534Figure 16(a) represents the first three cases: (i) IS without filtra-
535tion system, (ii) IS with PC, and (iii) IS with OC, while Fig. 16(b)
536refers to IW with OC. As mentioned above air contamination has
537the greatest influence for the SS. In fact, as can be seen in Fig. 16,
538only the variation of the air contaminant concentration can influ-
539ence the pattern of deposits on the SS.

Fig. 14 Overall deposits on the blade surface: IS and OC Fig. 15 Overall deposits on the blade surface IW and OC

Fig. 16 Deposits pattern on the SS: (a) IS without filtration
system, IS with PC and IS with OC and (b) IW with OC
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540 Observations

541 Mass deposits reported in previous sections pointed out that,AQ6 for
542 both rotors, PS is more contaminated by the deposits than the SS,
543 beyond the season and the filtration efficiency. Mass deposits are
544 influenced in greater manner by bigger particles (dp¼ 1.00 lm
545 and dp¼ 1.50 lm) inasmuch the mass deposits are related to (i)
546 particle diameter, (ii) number of particle, and (iii) the average
547 value of the SP because the particle density is kept constant.
548 Values of the mass deposits presented in this work are directly
549 related to the DI. As mentioned above, this index is strongly
550 related to the sticking coefficient reported in Ref. [18]. By using
551 the DI, it is possible to point out some considerations about the
552 particle adhesion on the pressure and SS for both rotors and com-
553 paring the results with the discussion reported in Ref. [18]. Even
554 if in Ref. [18] the cascade under investigation refers to a gas tur-
555 bine, some general hints could be used for explaining the results
556 presented in this work.
557 Figure 17 shows the relationship between the DI and the parti-
558 cle diameter for the PS and SS. It is clearly visible the different
559 effects of the flow field on the particle deposition. As reported in
560 Ref. [18], inertial deposition takes a place on the pressure surface
561 for diameter greater than 1 lm and, by contrast, the SS is affected
562 by diffusion deposition provided by the diameters less than 1 lm.
563 In a transonic rotor, where the flow field is greatly different
564 from the PS and SS, the DI assumes different values and, for the
565 SS, its values are very low for bigger diameter. In the SS in fact,
566 the separation, due to the shock wave, determines a turbulent and
567 thicker boundary layer. This condition allows the diffusion–
568 deposition condition and, as reported in literature, this condition
569 influences the deposition of the smaller particles [12]. On the PS,
570 the inertia deposition takes a place, and for this reason, the DI
571 increases as particle diameter increases.
572 Since this analysis, even if (i) the particle’s characteristics used
573 in Ref. [17] are different from those involved in the fouling phe-
574 nomena, (ii) the simplification adopted in this work and in Refs.
575 [15] and [16] such as particle’s density, particle’s diameter, the
576 deposition trends (Fig. 17) are in agreement with the experimental
577 results reported in the literature [18] demonstrating that the com-
578 bination of the interdisciplinary results could be an effective strat-
579 egy to look over at the fouling phenomenon.
580 Considering all the analyses, some general rules can be drawn:

— The PS is more affected by the deposits in the first part of
581 airfoil chord (close to the LE) at the top of the blade (about
582 80% of blade span). On this side, the deposits do not cover
583 the entire surface and some blade areas remain almost com-
584 pletely free from deposits (especially in the midchord zone,
585 full span).

— The SS is more affected by the deposits in the areas close to
586 the hub for the full chord length. On this side, the deposits
587 appear much more uniform and there is not a preferable
588 blade area interested by the contaminant;

— The filtration system influences the deposition rate: the pres-
589ence and/or the operating conditions of the filtration system
590determine the amount of deposit that affected each blade
591area. Its influence appears more relevant for the PS deposi-
592tion rate.

— The work environment of the compressor determines that
593the blade areas are interested by the deposits. Different air
594contaminant concentrations lead to different fouled blade
595areas. Their influence appears more relevant for the SS dep-
596osition rate.

597Conclusions

598In this paper, an estimation of the actual deposits on the blade
599surface in terms of location and quantity is proposed. The deposits
600on the blade surface lead to actual (i) particle diameters, (ii) air
601contaminant concentrations, and (iii) filtration efficiency in order
602to perform a realistic quantitative analysis of the fouling phenom-
603ena in an axial compressor. The results show a combination of the
604impact/adhesion characteristics of the particles (obtained through
605CFD numerical simulations) and the real size distribution of the
606contaminants in the air.
607The results show the different effects induced by the filtration
608system and the work environment of the compressor on the depo-
609sition rate and on the blade surface deposition pattern. In general,
610the PS results affected more at the top of the blade, while the
611deposits on the SS appear distributed more on the blade surface.
612The filtration efficiency induces a reduction of the deposition rate
613and its influence is more relevant for the PS. The work environ-
614ment of the compressor strongly characterizes the deposition
615pattern in the SS.
616Through these analyses, it is possible to determine the evolution
617of the fouling phenomenon by the integration of (i) CFD numeri-
618cal analysis (that provides the match between the design charac-
619teristic of the machine and the fluid-dynamic phenomena) and (ii)
620power plant characteristics (air contaminant concentrations and
621the efficiency of filtration systems).
622In the future, this approach could be a support in the prelimi-
623nary design phase, in order to establish, a priori, the cost manage-
624ment due to the maintenance of filtration systems, the interval for
625washing operations as a function of the axial compressor and the
626air contaminant concentration that characterizes the power plant
627location.

Nomenclature

628d ¼ diameter
629m ¼ mass flow rate
630n ¼ ratio
631P ¼ number of particle

632Greek Symbols

633g ¼ efficiency
634v ¼ contaminant concentration

635Subscripts and Superscripts

636ave ¼ average value
637f ¼ filtration system
638max ¼ maximum value
639min ¼ minimum value
640p ¼ particle
641peak ¼ peak value

642Acronyms

643CFD ¼ computational fluid dynamics
644DI ¼ dangerous index
645IS ¼ industrial spring

Fig. 17 DI versus particle diameter
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646 IW ¼ industrial winter
647 LE ¼ leading edge
648 OC ¼ optimal charge
649 PC ¼ poor charge
650 PS ¼ pressure side
651 SEM ¼ scanning electron microscope
652 SP ¼ sticking probability
653 SS ¼ suction side
654 TE ¼ trailing edge
655 U ¼ Urban
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